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Passive Microwave Precipitation RetrievalPassive Microwave Precipitation Retrieval

GSMaPGSMaP Retrieval AlgorithmRetrieval Algorithm
Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation Project 
started in 2003. 
Leader: Prof. Ken’ich Okamoto (Osaka Pref. Univ.)
Funded by JST/CREST
The goal is to produce accurate precip map 
mainly  using satellite microwave radiometers.

Passive microwave precip retrieval (Aonashi)
Passive microwave precip+ IR wind (Dr. Ushio)
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Presentation Notes
Today, I am going to talk about the GSMaP passive microwave precipitation retrieval algorithm, which is one of the main achievements of the GSMaP project.
 The goal of this project is to produce accurate precip map mainly using satellite microwave radiometers.




OutlineOutline

Introduction
Algorithm Description

Forward Calculation (precip cloud models)
Retrieval Part

Validation (TRMM PR, Ground-based Obs.)
Future Directions

Improvement of Scattering part
Summary
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The outline of my today’s talk is as follows:



Algorithm DescriptionAlgorithm Description

Forward CalculationForward Calculation

Retrieval PartRetrieval Part



Observed
TBs

Precip.

FLH
Precip Profiles
DSD
Mixed phase
inhomogeneity

Look-up 
Table

Forward calculation Retrieval Calculation

Basic Idea of the Retrieval AlgorithmBasic Idea of the Retrieval Algorithm

Precip Cloud 
Models

RTM
Screening
Inhomogeneity
estimation
Scattering part
Radiation part

Find the optimal precipitation that gives RTMFind the optimal precipitation that gives RTM--calculated calculated TBsTBs
fitting best with the observed fitting best with the observed TBsTBs: : 
PCT37, PCT85 (land)PCT37, PCT85 (land)
TB10v,TB19v, PCT37, PCT85 (sea)TB10v,TB19v, PCT37, PCT85 (sea)
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The basic idea of this algorithm is to find the optimal precipitation that gives RTM-calculated TBs fitting best with the observed TBs: 
PCT37, PCT85  over land;
TB10v,TB19v, PCT37, PCT85 over sea.

This algorithm consists of  two parts:
Forward calculation part that computes LUTs between precip and TBs by incorporating the precip cloud models into RTM;
Retrieval part that derives precip from the observed TBs using the LUTs.




Freezing Level
Rain

Freezing
Level Height

Frozen 
Precip

Mixed-phase model

Particle Size Distribution

Precipitation 
Profile model

Precipitating Cloud Model for forward calculationPrecipitating Cloud Model for forward calculation

Atmosphere & Surface
(GANAL)

Precipitation typeStratiform/
Convective
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The precip cloud models includes atmospheric and surface variables and models for precipitation-related variables such as precip profiles, particle size distribution, mixed-phase particles.



Atmospheric variables  
(Temp,FLH), surface 
variables(Ts, SSW, SST) 
are derived from the Global 
Analysis data of JMA

Parameters used in the Algorithm:Parameters used in the Algorithm: 
Atmospheric & surface variablesAtmospheric & surface variables

Freezing
Level Height
for Jan.1,
2003

Temperature bias of 
GANAL against sonde
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Presentation Notes
The atmospheric and surface variables are derived from the JMA Global analysis data.
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type classification

Precip
 

Profile 

Data base

Precip
 

profile data base

Precipitation Profile ModelPrecipitation Profile Model

Rainfall rate [mm/h]
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level Example：
TRMM PR averaged preciptation

 profiles for each type, surface precip, 
conv/stra

(land)
 

0: thunderstorm, 1: shower, 2: shallow, 3: 
frontal rain, 4: organized rain 5: highland
(sea) 6: shallow 7:frontal rain, 
8:transit, 9:organized rain

10 types (land 6,  sea 4)  are 
classified from TRMM PR 
data
(2.5 deg, 3 monthly)
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Presentation Notes
As for the precipitation profile, we used statistical profile data produced from TRMM PR 2A25 datasets.



Particle Size DistributionParticle Size Distribution

Data base of conv. Epsillon
Averaged for each precip

 type

DSD for rain: Kozu model (2A25 distribution 
calibrated with attenuation correction factor,ε)
ε

 
=1 for stratiform rain

PSD for frozen particles:  Marshall-Palmer distribution

)exp()( 0 DDNDN Λ−= μ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For drop size distribution model for rain, we employed Kozu model, 2A25 standard DSD calibrated with averaged PR attenuation correction factor, epsillon.
Epsillon is assumed to 1 for stratiform rain.

On the other hand, we used Marshall-Palmer distribution as frozen particle distribution.




NishitsujiNishitsuji (Mixed(Mixed--Phase) ModelPhase) Model 
for for StratiformStratiform RainRain

On the basis of the filed experiment, the following parameters are modeled
Volume liquid water fraction （Pw)
shape parameter of the dielectric constant (U)
DSD parameter (B) is a function of Pw 
Density ρ=√Pw
Fall velocity Magono-Nakamura(1965) for snow and Foot and Du Toit for rain
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Presentation Notes
We introduced Nishitsuji model to parameterize the emission and scattering effects of mixed-phase particles in stratiform rain areas.



LUT calculation (1)LUT calculation (1) 
TBsTBs for homogeneous for homogeneous precipprecip

RadiativeRadiative Transfer Code (Liu,1998)Transfer Code (Liu,1998)
One-dimensional model (Plane-parallel)
Mie Scattering (Sphere)
4 stream approximation
Calculate TBs for homogeneous, convective & 
stratiform precip with each precip types.
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LUT calculation consists of two steps.
In the first step, we calculated TBs for homogeneous precip with Liu’s RT code that used plane-parallel and spherical particle approximations.



LUT calculation (2):LUT calculation (2): 
LUTsLUTs for for inhomoinhomo precipprecip
TThe calculated he calculated TBsTBs are are 
converted into converted into TBsTBs for for 
inhomogeneous inhomogeneous precipprecip with with 
Aonashi and LiuAonashi and Liu’’s method s method 
(2000(2000).).
LUT used for retrieval is LUT used for retrieval is 
weighted average of weighted average of 
convective & convective & stratiformstratiform TBsTBs..

STD of STD of Log(PrLog(Pr) is estimated ) is estimated 
from STD of Log(rain85) from STD of Log(rain85) 
statistically.statistically.

LOOK-UP TABLE
(LUT)

STD LN(PR) (PCT85ra < 260K)

2.01.51.0.50.0

SI
GM

A8
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2.0
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0.0

0.414+
0.678* sigma85o
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STDLGPRH
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In the second step, we converted these TBs into LUTs for various inhomogeneities with Aonashi and Liu’s method (2000).

Then, in the retrieval part, we estimated inhomogeneity from the variance of 85 GHz scattering signals, and selected corresponding LUT for the retrieval.




Flow of the Retrieval PartFlow of the Retrieval Part

Screening of Precip Areas

Inhomo.  Estimation / LUT selection

First-guess of  Precipitation (scattering)

Minimization of Σ(TBc-TBo)**2

Observed TBs

rain flag

rain37 PCT37+LUT
rain85 PCT85+LUT

Over Ocean
Retrivals

LOOK-UP TABLE
(LUT)

Inhomogeneity (STD of Log (Pr))

TB10v,TB19v

Over Land
Retrievals
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This shows the flow of the retrieval part.
First, we detect rainy areas by the screening.
Second, we estimate inhomogeneity and select LUT for the retrieval.
Then, precip is retrieved as the weighted average of precip from PCT37 and PCT85 (rain37 and  rain85). Over land, this scattering precip becomes the output of the algorithm.

Over sea, we retrieved precip by minimizing the cost function for TB10v and TB19v with the first guess from the scattering part.



ValidationValidation

Comparison withComparison with
TRMM PR &TRMM PR &
GroundGround--basedbased
observationsobservations



Multi-Satellite Precip Composite
（GSMaP_MWR, daily precip）
TMI+AMSR+AMSR-E+SSM/I (F13, F14, F15), 0.25ﾟ

 ×0.25ﾟ



Zonal Mean TRMM Zonal Mean TRMM PrecipPrecip over Ocean over Ocean 
GSMaP, GPROF, PR (1998(1998～～2006)2006)

PR 2A25V6

TMI 2A12V6

GSMaP
V4.8.4

1998-2006
PR swath only
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Presentation Notes
This is the zonal mean TRMM precip over ocean for 4 seasons.
This shows that our retrievals agree well with PR and GPROF, though there are small differences over high latitudes.



Comparison with groundComparison with ground--based radar based radar 
(0.25 x 0.25 deg in lat(0.25 x 0.25 deg in lat--lonlon grid)grid)

Corretation：0.82（No:253）
RMSE：1.37 mm/hr Correlation：0.65（No:1139）

RMSE：1.78 mm/hr

COBRA(Okinawa)
4 cases in June 2004

Kwajalein Radar
10 cases in May 2003

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These shows scatter diagrams of instantaneous precip between our over-ocean retrievals and ground-based radars on islands of Okinawa and Kwajalein. 
Since this also indicates good agreement, we think our algorithm performs well over ocean.



Zonal Mean TRMM Zonal Mean TRMM PrecipPrecip over Land over Land 
GSMaP, GPROF, PR (1998(1998～～2006)2006)

PR 2A25V6

TMI 2A12V6

GSMaP
V4.8.4

1998-2006
PR swath only

Presenter
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This is the zonal mean TRMM precip over land for 4 seasons.
We found good correspondence between our retrievals and PR, though there exists large systematic underestimation compared to GPROF.




Comparison with GPCC dataComparison with GPCC data
GSMaP_MWR：monthly mean preciptation (1x1 deg)
GPCC Monthly Precipitation (Monitoring) Product 
（Rudolf et al. 2006）：

Correlation:
0.80 for 45S～45N
（sample: 69440）
0.85 for 15S～15N
（sample: 2177）
Fitting：
y=1.14 x + 10.1 
[40S～40N]
y=1.21 x + 19.2  
[15S～15N]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is scatter diagram of monthly mean precip between our over-land retrievals and the GPCC products. Although the correlation coefficient is high, about 0.8, our retrievals seems to underestimate heavy precip.

This suggests that our over-land retrievals had low bias for heavy precip range.



Ratio of TMI scattering signals to PRRatio of TMI scattering signals to PR 
in terms of in terms of precipprecip top level  (July, 1998)top level  (July, 1998)
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Precip is over-(under-)estimated for PR high (low) top level.
(Rain85/rainsurf) is sensitive to PR top level.

PR top level –FLH (m)PR top level –FLH (m)

(Rain85/rainsurf)(Rain37/rainsurf)
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In addition, the over-land algorithm tends to overestimate precip for disturbances with high top levels.

As these scatter diagrams show, ratio of rain85 to surface precip has significant sensitivity to PR top levels, compared to rain37 to precip ratio.

This frequency dependency suggests problems in our precip cloud models, in particular for PSD.



Future DirectionsFuture Directions

PSD, densities of 
frozen particles

Scattering properties of
Non-spherical particles
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Hence, we are working on the improvement of the scattering part.



Estimation of realistic PSD, density etc.Estimation of realistic PSD, density etc.

PSD (field campaign) RTM simulation 

Observed
Radar &
MWR data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main focus is on the estimation of the realistic precip cloud models for PSD, particle density, etc.

For this purpose, we are working on the physical validation of solid precip. In this work, we incorporate  the field campaign results of PSD and particle density into the RTM model. Then we compared the output with the observed radar and MWR TBs to examine whether these values gives the realistic Pr-TB relations.



Scattering properties of non-spherical 
frozen particles (Liu, 2004)

An actual target is approximated by an array of dipoles.DDA :Each of the dipoles is subject to an electric field which is the sum of 
the incident wave and the electric fields due to all of the other dipoles. 

From Mishchenko et al (2000)

• Keeping the single 
scattering properties

Dmax D

ＳｏｆｔｎｅｓｓPａｒａ
(D-D0)/(Dmax-D0)

D0: diameter of solid sphere

Non-
Sphere

Sphere
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We are also planning to introduce scattering properties of non-spherical frozen particles. Though some studies used DDA(Discrete Dipole Approximation) for this purpose, we think this method is too expensive. Hence we are trying to use  Softness Parameter proposed by Liu (2004) that seeks spherical particles with  the same single scattering properties of the particles.



Summary

GSMaP passive microwave precipitation retrieval 
algorithm:

Atmopheric & surface variables from GANAL
Precip profile, DSD & inhomo. from PR statistics
Mixed-phase model

The retrieved precipitation agreed well with PR, 
radar data over ocean.
The over-land algorithm underestimated the 
GPCC precipitation for heavy rain, and showed 
bias in terms of precipitation top level.
Introduction of the scattering of non-spherical 
particles, realistic PSD etc is planned. 



ENDEND

Thank you.
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